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In Philadelphia, more than 70,000 adults have started college, earned some college credit, but never completed a
degree; in the greater Philadelphia region, over 320,000 adults have started college but never finished. In 2005,
recognizing the significance of this population, Sallie Glickman, CEO of the Philadelphia Workforce Investment
Board; David Thornburgh, then Executive Director of the Pennsylvania Economy League; and Hadass Sheffer,
then Director of Higher Education Fellowships and Program Development at the Woodrow Wilson Foundation,
combined their backgrounds in workforce development, economic development, and higher education to create
Graduate! Philadelphia (G!P), an innovative organization that is committed to increasing the number of adults
with college degrees in the greater Philadelphia region.

G!P’s innovation is to create a general awareness messaging campaign and targeted outreach to adults
(“Comebackers”) with some college credit but no degree, matching these adults with a dedicated advisor in order
to create a plan for completing a college degree efficiently and expeditiously, and providing continuous
comprehensive support to these individuals until degree attainment. G!P succeeds in supporting these adults
through the creation of strategic partnerships with colleges, workforce and economic development organizations,
and other support resources that have historically been separated by institutional and theoretical boundaries
around an adult-focused college completion agenda. Finally, G!P pursues systematic public policy initiatives that
will better support higher education learners of all ages, but in particular the population G!P is targeting.

G!P aligns systems and fills in gaps in resources to enable adults to go through college more efficiently and
successfully. Adults are an important regional focus in three ways. First, they have a more immediate impact on
the workforce, as they may be already employed or of an age to join the workforce; second, they tend to have
stronger local connections and therefore are more apt to look for work in the region; and third, they are role
models for their children and peers in their families and communities and tend to create a multiplier effect by
helping others get to and through college.

Focusing first on adults with some college credit but no degree helps a region and the individuals achieve faster
outcomes because these students have a shorter path to completion than those who have not yet started college.
The systems and practices perfected for the Comebackers can then be adapted into more productive pathways for
adults who have never attended college. By partnering with employers, organized labor, community-based
organizations, colleges, foundations, and government agencies in the greater Philadelphia region, G!P is improving
not only the earning potential of those who participate in its programs, but also the region’s competitive
advantage by developing a labor pool. With every graduate that G!P supports, this innovative model is proving
that the competitive educational position of the United States can be advanced. By applying the G!P model and
helping Comebackers graduate, other regions can achieve better economic outcomes for their populations.

David Fair is co-managing partner of Graduate! Philadelphia. As Senior Vice President for
Community Impact at the United Way of Southeastern Pennsylvania, David was uniquely positioned to support
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the formation of G!P. When Graduate! Philadelphia was first evolving, United Way was expanding its work from
its well-known fundraising campaigns to include the mobilization of communities in Philadelphia. G!P’s mission
aligned perfectly with this shift in focus. David is excited about G!P because never before have business and
higher education been brought together quite like they have in this model. He suggests that although building this
partnership seems so obvious in retrospect, no one had attempted it. David highlights the sophisticated
multifaceted approach: “This problem is not hard to fix or expensive to fix…we just had never thought to
mobilize these different sectors of society to support individuals to build a better and stronger Philadelphia.”

Sallie Glickman is a co-founder and co-managing partner of Graduate! Philadelphia. As the
Chief Executive Officer of the Philadelphia Workforce Development Board, Sallie focuses on achieving social
justice through the development of the workforce, which Sallie calls a fundamental human right. Providing
opportunities for people to succeed in higher education best fosters this development. Sallie calls G!P a “game
changer” because of its focus on college completion, rather than focusing simply on access. In order for individual
and community economic vitality to exist, Sallie believes “everyone who aspires to have a college degree should
have that opportunity.” G!P is helping people connect to and take full advantage of such opportunities. Sallie
suggests that in order for G!P to be effective, the movement must continue to focus on three aspects: awareness
and advocacy, public policy, and practice. “You need to keep the stool balanced in this higher education
movement,” she says.

Hadass Sheffer is Founding Executive Director of Graduate! Philadelphia. Hadass is the “glue”
of G!P, pushing the initiative ever-forward, often shepherding partnerships across difficult terrain. “Graduate!
Philadelphia is more than a good concept and implementation.” she says. “It is proof that collaboration done well
can be a powerful tool for innovation and positive change.” She is most proud of the college and employer
partners G!P has brought together, the G!P team, and the Comebackers who overcome huge barriers in order to
earn their degrees. She sees the work as having just begun, however. “In order to start moving toward the change
we envision, we have to work on many levels: institutional, policy, public attitudes, and we must get more
individuals everywhere through the system so that while we’re working on changing it, they can help their
families and friends get through too.” Once a “tipping point” has been reached, where enough people interested in
going to college can find the guidance and supports within their immediate social circle and programs like G!P’s
services are needed less urgently, she believes this market of new, savvy, empowered adult learners will itself
help drive the necessary changes.
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Kimberly Stephens was Graduate! Philadelphia’s second employee. In her first few months
with G!P she translated the vision of a practice component for G!P into a first-of-its-kind comprehensive program
that guides adults from the early decision to return to college to successful graduation. The program she built had
to seamlessly integrate institutional structures that had been designed for cutthroat competition; then it had to be
introduced to a population that had deep doubts about re-investing in a system that had failed them in the past.
“Working in a community college for 16 years,” Kim says, “I met many adults who spoke about their desire to
return to school and their internal conflict about making the often-necessary family sacrifices. It was always
difficult convincing them that they should focus on themselves and return to school immediately. Had there been
a Graduate! Philadelphia at the time, it would have been more convincing to forward them to a reliable resource
or articulate to them that there was an organization committed to providing them with supports and services to
return to school. And all for free.” In ten years, Kim foresees G!P becoming a national model for attaining the
college completion goal set by President Obama, a “Graduate! America” active in all 50 states.

David Thornburgh is one of the three co-founders of Graduate! Philadelphia. As Executive
Director of the Pennsylvania Economy League, he was interested in exploring ways to develop the human capital
potential in Philadelphia to more quickly improve the workforce and economy. David recognized the importance
of increasing the number of college graduates for the Philadelphia region. In the early, pre-design phase of G!P,
David asked two questions: Is this worth doing, and is this doable? To the first question, David suggests that
perhaps the single most important component of the regional economy is an educated workforce. And to the
second question, David suggests that for a long time, people have been working to transform the educational
system and have failed to make any significant impact. Therefore, David thought, let’s work within the system
and help individuals navigate it. David serves as the Chair of the Board of Advisors of Graduate! Philadelphia and
is the Executive Director of the Fels Institute of Government at the University of Pennsylvania.

Like many Philadelphia high school seniors, Kenya had plans of going to college to pursue her dreams. She was
ecstatic when she left home at 17 to attend Hampton University in Virginia. She decided to study nursing, and at
first things were going great. She was enjoying school, making friends, and learning many new things. In her junior
year, however, she struggled terribly with one class: Pediatrics and Maternity. She was unable to find the support
she needed to help her through this course and eventually failed. In the nursing program at Hampton University,
students are required to maintain a “C” grade point average, and by the end of her junior year, Kenya’s GPA had
dropped below this cutoff mark. Kenya was encouraged to leave Hampton University and was assured that
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transferring to another nursing program would prove easy. In reality, transferring was too difficult, and Kenya did
not manage to re-enter college. She dropped out.

Kenya’s story reflects an emerging hot issue in the United States. Increasing the attainment rates of two- and
four-year college degrees is key to ensuring that the United States remains competitive in the global economy.
President Barack Obama has called for the United States to have the highest proportion of college graduates in
the world by 2020 (Obama 2009). The Lumina Foundation, the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, and a long list
of other education activists and state-run initiatives are working to improve the nation’s educational standards and
college degree attainment rates.

Compared to other nations, the United States is falling behind in providing access to and completion of college for
its population. Among comparable countries, the U.S. now ranks 12 of 32 in the percent of young adults (age 25
to 34) with a college degree, substantially lower than the country’s rank of third in the percent of older adults (age
55 to 64) with a college degree (OECD 2008). One study indicates that if today’s college completion rates persist,
the United States will face a significant deficit of college degree holders compared to the best performing
countries in the world (NCHEMS 2007).

Addressing college completion not only benefits the country, it also helps individuals. Income potential can
increase from between 45 and 100 percent for individuals who have a bachelor’s degree versus those who have
only a high school diploma or GED equivalent (Walsh 2009). The graph showcases the significant improvement in
lifetime earnings of a college graduate versus an individual with only some college credit.

Beyond the concrete economic benefits, an individual with a college diploma also benefits from better career
advancement opportunities, improved working conditions, better self-esteem, and stronger health (Walsh 2009).
In addition, college graduates are much more likely to be civically engaged and are more likely to vote, to be
active in the local community and their children’s schools, to volunteer, and to contribute to charities. College
graduates are also less likely to consume social services or to commit violent crimes (Walsh 2009).

G!P has identified key challenges for college reentry. The chart below highlights these specific challenges.
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Post-secondary educational attainment is clearly a national issue, but some regions are far more challenged than
others. On the state level, for example, Pennsylvania trails in adult post-secondary participation. In a 2008
national study, Pennsylvania was ranked 49 out of 50 states in adult post-secondary education participation
(NCPPHE 2006). Not only is Pennsylvania’s post-secondary adult participation rate one of the lowest, but it is
also sharply declining. From 1999 to 2006, Pennsylvania adult enrollment in higher education programs declined
by 22 percent, nearly double the national average decline of 12 percent (NCPPHE 2006).

In Philadelphia, adult education is particularly challenged. According to the U.S. Census Bureau, Philadelphia
trails other large cities, such as Boston, Chicago, Washington, and Seattle, by 10 percent or more in the
proportion of adults with a college degree (U.S. Census Bureau 2006; Von Bergen 2008). As shown in the graph,
74 percent of Philadelphia’s adults do not have a bachelor’s degree, though 20 percent have started college or
have an associate’s degree.
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The severity of the problem in Pennsylvania, and Philadelphia in particular, provides an ideal setting for
experimenting with possible solutions. Some state governments have implemented policies and programs designed
to increase the number of adult residents with college degrees. Some states have created financial aid programs
for adults with non-traditional college attendance patterns (part-time students and evening/weekend courses).
Other services offered by individual colleges and universities to non-traditional students include adult-friendly
web portals for accessing college-related information, access to online courses, academic advising, transcript
retrieval, financial advising, waived application fees, priority enrollment, help obtaining credit for prior learning,
and accelerated degree options. Despite these past attempts, prior to G!P, no organization has successfully
addressed the behavioral and systematic issues that prevent students who started and dropped out from
re-enrolling and completing their degrees.

In 2004, workforce and economic development leaders in Philadelphia, as in other urban areas, were increasingly
concerned with brain-drain issues. In Philadelphia, the Knowledge Industry Partnership published Should I Stay
or Should I Go? The release of this report highlighted the fact that less than one third of the Philadelphia
population that graduates from college stays in the region, thereby significantly hurting the potential for a growing
skilled labor force in Philadelphia. To combat this drain of talent, the report recommended recruiting more college
students from other parts of the country to fulfill the job needs of the region. It also prompted David Thornburgh,
then Executive Director of the Pennsylvania Economy League of Southeastern Pennsylvania, and Sallie
Glickman, CEO of the Philadelphia Workforce Investment Board, to take a closer look at post-secondary
attainment rates of Philadelphians. They wanted to find another solution that would build on local talent.
Glickman recalls, “We were moving as a region towards a knowledge economy and the response in the region [to
the brain-drain issue] was ‘let’s recruit people from somewhere else.’ But there was no voice for the people who
lived here. No one said, ‘Maybe we have some people in Philadelphia who could be part of this knowledge
industry bandwagon.’”

Hadass Sheffer, who was also interested in pursuing alternative solutions to the brain-drain problem, joined them
and wrote Graduate! Philadelphia: The Challenge to Complete (2005), which suggested that a strategy focused
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on the region’s resident adults could quickly, significantly, and more sustainably improve the region’s
competitiveness. The Challenge to Complete made a compelling argument that the single most important factor in
the economic vitality of the Philadelphia region is the college attainment and the related workforce skills of its
residents, who are invested in staying in the region and strengthening it for themselves and their families.
Glickman, Sheffer, and Thornburgh acknowledged that many organizations were trying to “fix” the broken higher
education system, primarily by increasing and improving access. Instead of taking another stab in the same
direction, the three decided to first focus on the individual already navigating the system and eventually move
towards building up market forces and enticements to address necessary changes in the system. After a two-year
planning period, G!P officially launched as a partnership of the Philadelphia Workforce Investment Board and the
United Way of Southeastern Pennsylvania. Colleges and other partners signed on to the partnership shortly
thereafter.

Recognizing the substantial number of individuals in the region with some college credit but no degree — like
Kenya — G!P has identified a way to address a local issue with a model that can be applied and adapted
nationally. G!P’s three-pronged approach consists of (1) developing and piloting innovative programs, such as the
G!P college access and success program for adults, (2) raising awareness of the issue and leading a regional,
multi-partner collaboration approach to solutions, and (3) influencing public and institutional policies pertaining to
adult learners.

(1) The Outreach and Success Program

G!P’s most publicly visible work so far is its innovative service model. By providing a physical and online
“one-stop college shop,” G!P offers personalized and professional support to Comebackers. Acknowledging the
research on college access and success, and guided by the expertise of G!P’s Director of Higher Ed Partnerships
and Services, Kimberly Stephens, the G!P model underscores that the most important factors in a student’s
success in college is preparedness for navigating college as a system, academic preparation, having realistic
expectations and a plan for completion, and the connection to a college where the student feels supported and
encouraged.

None of this is simple or easy for a person who has not already done it, nor is it always easy or simple to find the
right match among the area’s dozens of college programs. G!P’s services help Comebackers understand the
system they are about to re-enter and provides them with personal connections and individualized support from
both the partner colleges and G!P advisors. The G!P support system is most beneficial if things start going wrong
again for a college student and he or she feels that there is no one who can help at the college. G!P advisors first
try to re-connect the Comebacker to college-based services, advocate with and on behalf of the student within the
college, or help the student explore other solutions.

The Comebacker population is diverse in the needs and supports required to successfully return to and get
through college. Accordingly, G!P is designed to provide tiered levels of information and service delivery. G!P
spreads the message about the benefits of college completion and shares basic information on how to return to
college with thousands of potential Comebackers each year through media and a website that is full of resources.
More individualized guidance can be easily requested and accessed as well. Current capacity for individualized
services is over 1,000 Comebackers each year. The individualized support services may be accessed at the
flagship outreach center in Center City Philadelphia, at eight more recently established satellite outreach centers
throughout Philadelphia, through email, and by phone. The goal is to bring services to Comebackers.

How does it work? Once a Comebacker registers with G!P and requests G!P services, G!P staff meet with the
individual to assess his or her academic background and educational and career goals. Together, the Comebacker
and the advisor identify the college programs that seem potentially best for the individual. G!P helps to connect
the Comebacker with the potential colleges for further discussion, comparison, and guidance. G!P staff remain
available to discuss the options.

G!P has found that almost 100 percent of Comebackers who request services require intensive advising. The
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initial advising sessions establish a trust relationship between G!P staff and each Comebacker. This relationship is
at the core of the Comebacker’s connection to and identification with the G!P program, and is critical to G!P’s
continued guidance, encouragement, and problem-solving after Comebackers re-enroll. The OMG Center for
Collaborative Learning recently completed an 18-month evaluation of G!P’s services. Their report (2009) says,
“This one-on-one relationship-building approach has resulted in strong client satisfaction and strong enrollment
and early persistence indicators.”

In addition to helping Comebackers find an appropriate educational fit, G!P staff assist them with the financial aid
process, often helping them solve complex financial issues. G!P also helps Comebackers with transferring credits
and other core academic components that are typically roadblocks to the students’ success. Comebackers can
participate in academic writing refresher tutorials, demonstrations of online learning, and a range of career and
education-related workshops. For other issues that Comebackers face, G!P staff refer students to relevant
services, such as childcare support.

(2) Partnerships

At the foundation of G!P’s work is the creation of strategic partnerships, both with higher educational institutions
and regional employers. G!P recognizes that no single organization can provide all the solutions to the systemic
problems that cause low college completion rates. Only by developing and sustaining collaborative partnerships
between key stakeholders can the entire system be improved. Although other college access programs use
strategic partnerships, what G!P does differently is focus its partnerships on college success, rather than issues of
access. Sheffer believes that “partnerships are at the core of what makes this work.” Thornburgh adds,
“Collaboration is hard work but is increasingly the only way. Your choice is to do nothing and suffer the
consequences or come together in these regional collaborations to tackle the pressing issues of the day.”

Universities and Colleges

Establishing strong partnerships with regional colleges and universities that have a good track record of serving
adult learners is imperative to the success of G!P. By 2009, fifteen institutions of higher education in the greater
Philadelphia region had signed on as G!P partners, and five more will join in 2010, including the first
representative institution of the Pennsylvania State System of Higher Education. The colleges and universities, as
members of the G!P initiative, provide public support, actively participate in helping Comebackers re-enroll in
school, and support them through graduation.

G!P Partner Colleges and Universities

Center for Urban Theological Studies
Chestnut Hill College
Community College of Philadelphia
Drexel University
Holy Family University
La Salle University
Neumann University
Peirce College
Penn State University
Philadelphia University
Rosemont College
Rutgers University–Camden
Temple University
Thomas Edison State College
Widener University

In signing on as partners, colleges and universities are expected to allocate college advising staff to meet with
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Comebackers regularly at the G!P outreach centers. The college advisors help Comebackers determine a specific
area of study and identify the college that would best fit the student’s degree goals. A college is not there to
recruit solely for itself. G!P stresses that for a particular Comebacker, some higher education institutions will be a
better fit than others. College advisors must be willing and prepared to help a Comebacker find the best fit, even
if it means suggesting and promoting another institution. The college staff who work with G!P are required to
attend training sessions on the unique programs and options that each partner college offers students as well as
G!P advising practices and protocols. Because Comebackers are directed toward the best fit for them, their
probability of succeeding increases significantly. Partnering with higher education institutions in this manner
enables G!P to leverage the resources and strengths of its partners in a way that benefits Comebackers the most.

Joining the G!P partnership offers colleges and universities a ready pool of students who are well-prepared and
well-supported to re-enroll and succeed in college. The support that G!P provides also reduces the resources that
colleges have to devote to recruiting and retaining these students.

The first colleges to join the partnership were Chestnut Hill College, Community College of Philadelphia, Holy
Family University, Neumann University, Peirce College, Philadelphia University, Rutgers University–Camden,
Thomas Edison State College, and Widener University. Each institution had a visionary leader on campus who
recognized the power of the partnership’s approach, and their missions were similar to the mission of G!P. As
word of early successes spread, other area institutions asked to join G!P. The most fundamental success of these
partnerships, however, is that some of the college policies that disadvantaged adult learners are beginning to
change to encourage and support Comebackers, such as more flexible registration periods and better access to
and support for financial aid inquiries.

Businesses

David Fair, co-managing partner of G!P and Senior Vice President for Community Impact at the United Way of
Southeastern Pennsylvania, notes that “so many people with such strong skills are being wasted every day
because they are either not working or they are working in jobs way below their talents. G!P represents the path
to infusing those talents through the region.” In addition to creating partnerships with higher education
institutions, G!P is creating partnerships with regional employers, such as the City of Philadelphia and
Independence Blue Cross. These companies are interested in hiring local residents, but not enough workers meet
the educational and skill requirements for these positions. These companies have partnered with G!P to promote
an educated workforce that they hope will quickly fulfill their talent needs. G!P recommends that employers offer
tuition prepayment or reimbursement programs for their employees, enter into preferred provider arrangements
with colleges to lower tuition costs, and provide flexible work schedules to accommodate employees who are
attending college. G!P also hosts college fairs and workshops at employer sites to introduce employees to G!P
services and opportunities and to encourage employees to return to college. G!P works with labor unions in much
the same way, offering its services and opportunities to union members.

CareerLink and Social Service Providers

Recognizing that adults may not be able to come to G!P’s flagship center in the Gallery Mall, G!P takes its
services and opportunities into the neighborhoods, online, and to where adults already are. In addition to
providing services at employer sites, G!P makes it possible for Comebackers to connect with them online, by
phone, at CareerLink offices (the Pennsylvania system of one-stops where individuals can receive support in job
searching, creating résumes, and accessing job training) and at several other locations. As with other
organizations, the activity is part of a partnership agreement that includes space, outreach to the community,
college-related events, and G!P signature services. Current site partners are concentrated in northeast and
northwest Philadelphia where there are large numbers of Comebackers.

(3) Public Policy
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Understanding the impact that changes in public policy could have on the challenges that Comebackers face, G!P
works with regional- and state-level government agencies to influence and suggest ways in which adult learners
can be better supported by governmental policy. G!P is currently working on adjusting state requirements for
financial aid application.

Public Policy in Action: Pennsylvania State Higher Education Assistance Agency (PHEAA)

PHEAA, which offers state-based financial aid to students, has a filing deadline that does not serve adult learners
well. To receive state-based financial aid, students must file applications by May 1 for a September start date.
Comebackers more typically make plans for returning to college in summer and fall. Few can realistically plan
before May for a September start. In addition, most college completion programs for adults open classes every
few weeks. Funding should allow Comebackers to take advantage of this flexibility instead of confining them to a
system that is better suited to the typical 18 year old: spring high school graduate, fall college start. G!P is
advocating to adjust this filing deadline to a year-round cycle. This small administrative change would open the
doors for more accessible financial aid to the Comebacker population in Pennsylvania.

G!P’s multi-faceted investment in partnerships, policy work, and intensive advising is generating outstanding
results, with close to 500 Comebackers re-enrolled in college as of October 2009.

The majority of Comebackers served by G!P are African-American women, with an average age of 40. Most
report that they are currently employed. They cite three main reasons for re-enrolling: to achieve personal goals,
to obtain a better career, and to be more competitive for a promotion at their current employer. The age
demographic of these Comebackers is slightly higher than G!P originally expected, which is probably attributable
to the nature of G!P’s grassroots and newspaper-focused outreach. A resulting benefit, however, is that this
population has the potential to have a strong impact on the next generation’s college attainment rates as they
provide their children with the resources and encouragement to attend college.

For the period February 2008 through October 2009, G!P is realizing impressive statistics. Through their mass
media outreach, one million people are now aware of G!P. G!P’s website has had over 12,000 unique hits, 40
percent from return visitors. Through outreach events, such as one-on-one college fairs and orientation
workshops, G!P has reached over 4,000 people, 1,400 of whom have registered online for G!P support. Of these
1,400, 63 percent, or 880, Comebackers are actively using G!P services. A challenging aspect for G!P is moving
people from the advising stage to the re-enrolling stage. To date, 53 percent of G!P’s Comebackers, or 470, have
re-enrolled. Even more notable, 95 percent of Comebackers stay enrolled in each subsequent term after their
initial re-enrollment, working towards graduation. After just 18 months of operation, G!P has helped 10 students
graduate from college.

An additional challenge for G!P is making sure the interface with the colleges — institutions that have historically
not been required to interact with external systems — stays open and productive. Also, G!P must try to identify
when enrolled Comebackers are at risk for dropping out again.

The 10 students who have graduated with the help of G!P will provide an estimated return to the regional
economy of over $9 million during their lifetime. As the rest of the current re-enrolled Comebackers complete
their degrees over the next five years, they will provide an additional return to society of over $406 million. The
chart illustrates the five-year projection of the economic return on investment to the region considering the 470
current re-enrolled Comebackers. As G!P delivers on their expected growth of serving more Comebackers, the
economic return on investment will be even more significant.
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[INSERT CHART 4]

Is this success story a regional anomaly? The founders of G!P don’t think so. From the beginning, they envisioned
that this innovative model would be a national remedy. Fortunately, word spreads fast.

John Shemo, Vice President and Director of Economic Development at the Metro-Hartford Alliance1 in Hartford,
Connecticut, first learned of G!P and its recent successes in August 2008, when G!P received the Alliance for
Regional Stewardship’s Organizational Champion award for its impact on the region. Shemo was immediately
drawn to the innovation and wanted to learn more, because the Metro-Hartford area, like the Philadelphia region,
has a large population of potential Comebackers (approximately 90,000), many nearby colleges and universities,
and a growing need to attract, retain, and develop local talent for employers.

Shemo believed the G!P model could be applied to his region given the similar demographics, so he invited
Sheffer to Connecticut to discuss the possibility of creating a similar program. The meeting sparked additional
interest, and in a matter a months, Shemo took a dozen college and workforce development colleagues to
Philadelphia to see G!P in action. Shemo calls the idea a “triple win: colleges get quality students, Comebackers
get degrees, and employers get more qualified employees.”

With the assistance of G!P, Graduate! Connecticut (G!CT) is close to launching. Shemo indicated that he is
pleased to have G!P as a model and a resource. Given the Alliance’s minimal financing, knowing that G!P was
willing to share marketing material, website content, and general know-how ensured that this replication was
successfully implemented.

One appealing characteristic of the Graduate! model is that it can be adapted to the specific dynamics of different
regions. G!CT, for example, is experimenting with the idea of charging colleges and universities for participation
in the program. The idea behind this experiment is to ensure that each partner has “skin in the game.” The
nominal fee also goes toward making the model more sustainable in the long term. Given the current fundraising
challenges many nonprofits face, this adaptation could prove to be very timely.

If the Graduate! model is implemented elsewhere, Comebackers, their regions, and the nation as a whole could
benefit. By adapting and supporting the partnerships, public policy changes, and innovative programming to each
region, G!P may have created a model that gives the United States a real chance of addressing a critical problem.

 ̂Formed in 2001, the Metro-Hartford Alliance is Hartford’s Chamber of Commerce and the Hartford
Region’s Economic Development Leader. The Alliance brings together 1,000 businesses, education and
healthcare institutions, municipalities, nonprofit organizations, and government leaders who are invested in
the Hartford, Connecticut, region’s future economic growth and its viability for robust business
development.

1.

G!P is offering support and hope to individuals who want to pursue their dreams. Through robust partnerships,
public policy work, and innovative, individualized support, this organization is making change happen. As more
Philadelphians re-enroll into college and obtain their degrees, G!P is hoping to reach a tipping point where people
throughout the region will have the resources and know-how to navigate the college process with less need for
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this kind of centralized, individualized advising.

The story of Kenya, as one of the early Comebackers, provides a glimpse into what could be. By walking through
the doors of the G!P’s outreach center, Kenya activated the support and resources necessary to pursue her
dreams again. She is now enrolled at Philadelphia University pursing a bachelor’s degree in Health Science.
Without G!P, Kenya believes that she would “still be floating.” G!P helped her re-enroll into college, and guided
her through all the other important steps involved in making this commitment. Kenya says she now “has the
confidence to go back to get my bachelor’s degree and to show off my leadership skills. Even with my past
challenges, I know I can still have a future.” Kenya represents Philadelphia’s new comeback story — just one
example of how G!P is contributing to the future of an individual, the region, and perhaps, the entire nation.
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